
   
 

 
 

  
  

 

        
 

                
             
       

 
      
           

         
      

   
     

 
            

 
  

 
                

      
 

  
     

 
               

             
      

 
         
                 

    
 

 
 

 

DIGITS FOR DOLLARS LUCKY NUMBERS 
Official Rules 

Promotional Period: Fridays, April 5 – 26, 2024 

Method of Entry: The last two digits of each Member’s official Hamburg Gaming Lucky North 
Club Account Number (in exact order) shall serve as their game card throughout this promotion. 
Digits range from 0 to 9; Two-digit numbers range from 00 to 99. 

Once each hour between 2pm and 9pm (last drawing at 9pm), an associate will randomly select a 
2-digit number by spinning a 10-wedge micro-wheel with wedges numbered “0” to “9”. Once 
verified, the two-digit numbers spun will be deemed the official “Digits for Dollars” number for that 
period and will be announced on the gaming floor.  A two-digit number can only be spun one time 
during each hour. In the event of a duplicate, a Hamburg Gaming Associate will spin the wheel 
again until a new two-digit number is revealed. 

Bonus Lucky Number: All members who earn 100 points between 12pm-9pm on promotional 
days can pick up a pull-tab at the Players Club, with a random two digit number.  Number will be 
valid only on the day earned. 

Members with matching numbers on either their players card or their bonus number must be in 
line within five minutes at the specified area and spin a wheel to reveal a prize.  

Prizes: 
Digits for Dollars: Free Play 

Restrictions: Digits for Dollars Wheel(s) must complete one full rotation to be considered a valid 
spin. Members are prohibited from manipulating the prize wheel. Sponsor reserves the right to 
spin two separate wheels or spin one wheel twice to generate the “digits for dollars” official draw. 
In either case, the “first wheel spin” must be matched to the “second last” Lucky North Club 
Account Digit, and the “second wheel spin” must be matched to the “last” Lucky North Club 
Account Digit to be considered a winning match. Sponsor reserves the right to alter, postpone, or 
cancel the promotion at any time. 

If a member receives a bonus number that is the same as their card number, they can pick a new 
number. 
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